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Strategic Direction: E-Government

• In March 2000, in approving its Digital
Economy Strategy, the Ontario 
Government approved electronic 
government as a priority

• The plan is to demonstrate leadership
by example in electronic government 
and more specifically, electronic 
service delivery



Why is E-Government a Priority?

• Enhanced service
• Enhanced accountability
• Reduced cost /increased effectiveness
• Transformed public sector systems
• Increased economic growth
• Enhanced relevance



Electronic Service Delivery (ESD)
Providing services electronically to our clients

Common I&IT Infrastructure
Underlying technology to support both enterprise-wide and business

specific applications

Integrated Service
Delivery (ISD)

Providing Ontario services over the
counter and electronically to
individuals and businesses

Sectoral Reform
Using I&IT to drive and enable

sectoral reform

 Enterprise Resource (HR and Financial) Systems and
 e-commerce processes

Corporate Systems and Enablers

Citizen Engagement

Enabling two-way public
interaction

The E-Government Context



Strategic Vision and 2003 Target for
Electronic Service Delivery (ESD)
VISION
• Improve service quality to Ontario’s people and

businesses by implementing client-focused,
integrated, accessible and cost-effective
electronic services by the OPS

2003 TARGET
• Increase Ontarians’ satisfaction with government

services by becoming a world leader in delivering
services on-line (for purposes of ESD target, on-
line includes all electronic channels)



The Government I&IT Agenda
The building blocks of e-government

• Production
Systems

• Ensure utility is
provided for
ministry service
continuity

• Ongoing
application
development &
maintenance

Keeping the
lights on

• Governance &
Accountability

• Organization
and Staffing

• Infrastructure
• Policies and

Standards
• Smart Cards

I & IT
Strategy

• Removal of
barriers

• Transforming
government

• Provision of
security and
privacy
protection

• Enabling full
participation in
digital
economy

Policy and Legal 
Framework

• ServiceOntario
• Ontario

Business
Connects

• Regional
Delivery
Restructuring

• Integrated
Justice

• Land
Information
Ontario

• Mobile
Communi-
cations

OPS
Business
Initiatives

• Education

• Health

• Justice

• Welfare
• Land /

Resource
Mgmt

Sectoral
Reform

• Strengthened
economy

• Improved
Government
Service

• Healthy
Population

• Vibrant
Communities

• Learning,
Wellness &
Self-reliance

• Safe & Just
Social
Environment

• Responsible
Government

• etc.

Outcomes

THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE, WORK AND DO BUSINESS



Implications in Ontario

• We know we have much to do to provide
leadership for Ontario’s success in the global
Digital Economy

– E-Business (e.g. removal of
barriers/supportive environment)

– E-Government (e.g. sectoral transformation,
ESD, internal admin., digital democracy)

– individual, business, sector, institutional
readiness

– high technology sectors/R&D
– information infrastructure



• All levels of government are working
hard on using I&IT to improve the
services they provide to their clients

• We all must work together to that
common goal

• We also need to share experiences
and learn from each other about best
practices in e-government and ESD

Bottom-line….



But what does this mean
to Information and
Information Technology
(I&IT)?



Going “E” By 2003 means...
• Business transformation projects must be

delivered
• Time to Market is critical
• Collaboration and commitment are key success

factors
• Quality, effective results are essential to meet the

government’s vision for 2003...



But Not With Just Technology

• E-Government and ESD cannot succeed without
a “common language”

• Ontario’s strategy is dependent on Information
Management (IM) as the basis of interchanges
with our clients - the public, other governments
and with private industry

• These interchanges will based on eXtensible
Markup Language (XML)



XML - A Definition

• XML is a set of rules, guidelines and conventions
for designing text formats for such data, in a way
that produces files that are easy to generate and
read (by a computer)

• XML text formats are unambiguous, avoiding
common pitfalls such as lack of extensibility, lack
of support for internationalization/localization,
and platform-dependency



According to Patricia Seybold XML is…

• XML is the engine of E-Business
transformation

• XML enables:
– Application-to-application

integration
– Database-to-database

synchronization
– Cross-organizational workflows &

e-processes
– Industry Transformations!



Leading Edge IM is Counting on XML

• W3C XML schema Standards (http://www.w3.org/XML/)

• US, UK and EU have developed or are developing IM
based interoperability frameworks for E-Government

• Private Sector Standards nearing maturing for:
– Business to Consumers (Customer Profile, name & addressing, etc…)

– Business to Businesss (Invoices, Purchase Orders, Contracts, etc…)

• Next generation interoperability standards emerging; for
example, ebxml is setting standard for seamless
electronic business through XML



But Why XML?

• XML provides the “language” for the Common “I” in
Common Information & Information Technology (I&IT)

• Setting standards for common data elements and
common meta data now will:
– enable enterprise wide integration and navigation in the future
– Prevent to time consuming and costly efforts of retrofitting existing

applications to comply to corporate standards
– Enable both Microsoft and JAVA based components to interoperate and

thereby reduce technology risks
– Lay the foundation for future service delivery and program specific

extensions to the provinces IM framework

• XML is ready for prime time



Why XML (continued)
• The province has several lines of business. Health, Education,

Transportation…
• Each of these “communities of interest” has significant XML

standards development initiatives underway.
• If the province is to:

– Retain the capacity to have an enterprise view of its information and
transaction offerings,

– Establish a scalable foundation upon which individual ministries can
“build out” the standards to meet there specific needs,

– Implement a standards based interface between programs & “Service
Providers”

• The Province must:
– Set a bare minimum set of corporate content and context management

standards
– Set standards for common data elements that are used across the OPS
– Set standards for inter-system messaging
– Move beyond standardized elements to standardized documents



Benefits of XML

• Short Term
– Define data messaging standards for the province’s Common I & IT gateway

• Medium Term
– Provide an standards based means for capturing, classifying and transforming

data
– Establish application independent data
– Establish device and platform independent solutions
– Provide a standards based transformation engine for re-engineering

• Long Term
– Enable ‘plug and play’ where government transactions and information delivery

can be dynamically assembled to meet the context of the client
– Provide Customers choice in how, when and where they interact with

government



Basic Assumptions for Using XML

– Transformations from standardized messaging
language to program-ready data is the responsibility
of the program owner

– XML must support multiple service providers

– XML solution must delivers complete transactions

– Online presentation is not part of the transaction
definition schema

– XML Services must comply with W3C



Messaging Mark-up

• Govtalk in the UK and EBXML in the private sector are establishing
interoperability frameworks for the B2B and public sector environment by
establishing transformation solutions between existing standards and
hoping that common data standards will emerge through the development
of on-line service delivery applications

• These interoperability efforts are enabled by moving to one level of
abstraction in the document type definitions (establishing generic
schemas) and conducting XSLT transformations between systems

• Ontario has different approach - using Common Data Elements (CDE)
across the systems of the provincial government, which will allow
common data to be re-purposed across transactions as well as profile
driven proactive information and transactions services



IM is Critical to Meeting the
Challenges of ESD

• Data and information are seen as corporate assets
in the Ontario Government, with custodianship in
program areas

• Ontario’s Enterprise Architecture has standardized
definitions of common data elements (CDE) have
been developed to foster sharing and re-use when
appropriate

• XML is the basis for CDE and as such, is key to
Ontario’s ESD strategy



Approach for Developing Common Data
Elements

• A government oriented contextual enterprise
information model has been created that has:

→a generic conceptual data model that is
applicable to all government computer
applications;

→subject areas that are common;
→a formal information taxonomy;
→core common data elements.



Government Information Context Model

Stewardship

Economic Social
Responsibility

Context Information Model

Infrastructure, Resources,
and Environmental Well-

being

Vibrant Communities

Learning, Wellness, and
Self-Reliance

Safe and Just Social
EnvironmentCompetitive Ontario

Information
Groupings

Responsible Government

Business Sectors All the
information and
data used by a

government
can be

classified into
one of three

context areas
and then
further

classified into
specific

information
groupings.



Identification of Common Elements

Core
Businesses

(C6-Why)

Rules
(C6-Why)

provide
framework

for

Goals and
Strategies
(C6-Why)

define
nature of

Programs
(C2-How)

define
terms of

fund

Services
(C2-How)

address

Clients
(C4-Who)

Partners
(C4-Who)

Stakeholders
(C4-Who)

Locations
(C3-Where)

GO
Organizations

(C4-Who)

respon-
sible for

administer

Resources
(C1-What)

found at

provided
at

constrain
delivery of

Business
Cycles

(C5-When)

Business
Events

(C5-When)

determine
timing of

trigger
delivery of

provided
by

impact
Needs

(C6-Why)

experienced
by

Individuals
(C4-Who)

Organizations
(C4-Who)

are involved
as

deliver
services as

receive
services as

A conceptual data model
defines the high level subject

areas and the type of
relationships between them.
Any public sector computer

application can use this
model to begin design and

development.  Subject areas
hi-lighted in red are common
and thus form the basis for

defining common data
elements.



Data/Information Taxonomy
Location

Address Area Geo-spatial Mobile

Subject Area

Subject Area
 Class

Mailing Shipping Contact Home Subject Area
Type

street number street name Postal code
Subject Area
Data Element

Over 150 Common Data Elements from 5 Subject Areas

(One of the five subject areas in red on previous slide)



Logical Data Model of Common Data
Elements

This example is a data model of the
common data elements associated with
“location”. Development of a full logical

data model of all common data
elements produces the standardized

definitions and relationships needed to
facilitate effective sharing and
integration of common data.



Common 
Data 
Elements
<<name>>
<<address>>
<<contact>>

Common 
Meta Data
<<content 
management>>
<<context  
management>>
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Other 
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Domain
Specific
Meta Data
extensions

Domain
Specific
Meta Data
extensions

Domain
Specific
CDE
extensions

Domain
Specific
CDE
extensions

Conceptual Service Delivery Model



Service Delivery Infrastructure
Management Logical Model

• CDE and common components will form the
foundation of the ESD infrastructure for the
Ontario Government

• CDE will be the basis for service delivery markup

• The service delivery information management
logical model is the blue print for the project



Service Delivery Mark-up
• In order to build channel independent services ESD will need

standardized service delivery components driven by XML

• These components will define:
– Prompts for questions asked
– Service and field specific help
– Links to related decision support materials and enabling legislation
– Contact information for alternative channels
– Service level expectations
– Context to which the service is relevant
– Connections to existing business rules and validations
– Customer interaction logic
– Links to or interoperability with related transactions from other

programs/jurisdictions



Presentation Layer

Internet

Call Center

Counter
Environment

Fax

Future
Service
Delivery
Devices

Businesses

Citizens

Employees

OPS Programs
Cluster A

Cluster B

Cluster C

Cluster D

XML Services Layer

Common 
Components

CDER
(CDE Repository)

CDEM
(CDE Model)

CDEM
(CDE Model) 

Schemas

Domain 
Specific

 Schemas

SDML
(Service Delivery

 Markup Language) 
Defined Service

Forms Management

Cross Site/Program

Navigation &
Searching

Content Management

Integrated Services

Programs & Services
Catalogue/Directory

Context Management

X
M

L M
essaging 

X
M

L M
essaging 

Within the enterprise

XML Definition of Service

XML Instance of Service Data



Next Steps
• In order to implement the services delivery logical

model in a timely fashion, concurrent streams will
be done

• The development plan calls for coordinated:
– Communications
– Proof of concept development
– Schema development
– Transformations development
– Registry/repository development
– Training



Potential Areas to Collaborate

• CDE and its basis for XML standard schemas

• Service Delivery Markup and processes

• Common Components for processing ESD

• Service delivery infrastructure



dave.wallace@mbs.gov.on.ca



Appendix: Common Data Element
    Data Model


